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Abstract

We revisit dust placed near the Earth–Sun L1 Lagrange point as a possible climate-change

mitigation measure. Our calculations include variations in grain properties and orbit solu-

tions with lunar and planetary perturbations. To achieve sunlight attenuation of 1.8%, equiv-

alent to about 6 days per year of an obscured Sun, the mass of dust in the scenarios we

consider must exceed 1010 kg. The more promising approaches include using high-porosity,

fluffy grains to increase the extinction efficiency per unit mass, and launching this material in

directed jets from a platform orbiting at L1. A simpler approach is to ballistically eject dust

grains from the Moon’s surface on a free trajectory toward L1, providing sun shade for sev-

eral days or more. Advantages compared to an Earth launch include a ready reservoir of

dust on the lunar surface and less kinetic energy required to achieve a sun-shielding orbit.

Introduction

Climate change on Earth is an existential threat. Increased entrapment of solar energy, the

result of changes in composition of the Earth’s atmosphere, is acknowledged to be a severe

problem [1–3]. One class of strategies for combating climate change is to reduce the solar irra-

diance by intercepting sunlight before it reaches Earth [4]. The target attenuation of sunlight,

based on modeling, is approximately 1–2% [5, 6]. For historical context, aerosols in the Earth’s

atmosphere can potentially serve as light reflectors or absorbers that redistribute solar radia-

tion [7]. However, their overall impact may be difficult to predict owing to uncertainties in

how they may be circulated and their interaction with clouds. Regional weather changes, the

nature of deployment programs, and long-term environmental effects will inevitably cause

uneven society hardships and benefits, arguing that other approaches should be prioritized

[8, 9].

Space-baced approaches for solar radiation management provide an alternative. Objects in

space—a large screen [10–12] or a swarm of small artificial satellites [13, 14]—that are well-

positioned at the L1 Lagrange point between Earth and the Sun can efficiently shade our planet.

Challenges includes maintaining orbits in the face of radiation pressure from sunlight. The

optical properties of the orbiters are thus chosen to mitigate this problem. A high degree of for-

ward scattering allows light to be deflected without transferring much photon momentum, a

feat accomplished with refractive, non-absorbing material. A second challenge is that the

amount of material required to provide climate-impacting shade exceeds 109 kg, which is
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roughly a hundred time more mass than humans have sent into space to date. However, strate-

gies have been identified that are feasible [13].

Variations on the original proposals to shade Earth with artificial sun shields include the

use of dust. Clouds of micron-size gains at the Earth–Sun L1 point [15–17], at Lagrange points

of the Moon-Earth system [11, 18], and in orbit around Earth [19–21] have all shown some

promise, albeit with limitations. The potential sources of dust include terrestrial and lunar

mines and near-Earth asteroids. In all cases, masses ≳ 1010 kg are necessary to have climate

impact.

Here, we revisit the reduction of sunlight received by Earth that results from the placement

of dust at or near the inner Lagrange point, L1, lying directly between Earth and the Sun,

including gravitational perturbations from the Moon and other planets. While unstable, these

corotating orbits allow for the possibility of temporarily shading Earth. We start by assessing

the shadows produced by various types of dust; then we numerically determine orbits that per-

sist near L1, including the impact of radiation pressure and solar wind. Our main results are a

connection between the quantity and quality of dust and the attenuation of sunlight at Earth

on achievable orbits near L1. To compare with previous work, we target a reduction in solar

irradiance of 1.8%, or 6 attenuation-days per year.

Shading by dust near L1

A particle orbiting the Sun can shield Earth by absorbing or scattering radiation. A shield’s

overall effectiveness depends on its ability to sustain an orbit that casts a shadow on Earth. In

principle, a small shield placed at L1 can remain in close alignment between Earth and the Sun,

offering hope that it can provide steady sun shade. The distance between L1and Earth, d1, is

approximately the Hill radius,

RHill � asemi
M�

3M�

� �1=3

� 0:01 au; ð1Þ

where asemi is the semimajor axis of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, the masses M� and M�

correspond to Earth and the Sun, respectively, and 1 au� 1.496 × 1011 m. Knowing this dis-

tance allows us to estimate the effectiveness of a shield, whether it is a solid thin film or, as we

consider here, a cloud of dust. The first step in this determination is how an individual dust

grain interacts with sunlight.

Particle scattering

The amount of sunlight removed by a particle is quantified by a cross section, Qextπrp2, where

rp is the particle’s radius, and

Qext ¼ Qabs þ Qsca ð2Þ

is the extinction efficiency factor, broken down in terms of absorption and scattering efficien-

cies (Qabs and Qsca, respectively). Light scattered by reflection and refraction is characterized

by a phase function, F(θ), giving the amount of incident light that is scattered at angle θ rela-

tive to the direction of travel of the incident beam. The anisotropy parameter,

g ¼
Z

cosðyÞFðyÞdO=
Z

FðyÞdO; ð3Þ

where the integration is over all solid angles, indicates whether light is, on average, back-scat-

tered (−1� g< 0), forward-scattered (0 < g� 1) or neither (g = 0, as for an isotropic
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scattering). While the effectiveness of a particle as a sun shield is governed by Qext, the scatter-

ing anisotropy may also be important. A small particle that is impacted by radiation pressure

feels a stronger force if it back-scatters photons, reversing their angular momentum, than if

the particle forward-scatters them, with only modest changes to the flow of photon momen-

tum [22].

Scattering outcomes depend strongly on particle size. For particles larger than a micron,

bigger than the typical wavelength of sunlight, λ� 0.5 μm, the scattering efficiency is Qext� 2;

particles of this size block incident sunlight as a result of their geometric cross section Ap,

equal to prp
2 for spheres, augmented by interference effects from their internal response to

the incident radiation [23]. At distance d1, the Earth-L1separation, even objects as large as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ld1

p
� 10 m will be in the Frauenhofer diffraction regime [24].

Particles with sub-micron radii are smaller than the typical wavelength of sunlight. The

interaction of these small grains with light can be complicated, though the theories of Rayleigh,

Lorentz, and Mie are powerful starting points. From Rayliegh theory, the efficiency factors for

nanoparticles are

Qabs � � ImðKÞrp=l ð4Þ

Qsca � jKj
2rp

4=l
4
; ð5Þ

where K = (n2 − 1)/(n2 + 2) and n is the index of refraction. In this limit, scattered light is iso-

tropic. For smaller particles in this regime, extinction efficiencies are low; for example, 0.01

μm silver nanoparties have Qext� 0.01 [25]. Small molecules, with physical radii of a few

tenths of a nanometer and absorption cross sections typically smaller than 10−4 nm2 when

averaged across the solar spectrum, have extinction efficiencies below roughly 10−3.

In the intermediate regime, where grains have radii of 0.1–1 μm, the extinction efficiencies

are higher and admit the possibility of forward scattering. We use Mie theory to estimate scat-

tering properties of these grains, incorporating the miepython package (github.com/
scottprahl/miepython) to obtain average Qext, Qsca, and g for particles of coal dust, sea

salt, glass, and gold in sunlight, modelled with a blackbody spectrum running from 300 nm to

1500 nm. Table 1 provides a list of parameters.

Other dust or grain configurations include particles with elongated shapes (e.g., ice crystals)

or in fluffy agglomerates. When the geometric limit applies, the average scattering cross section

Table 1. Optical properties.

material density (kg/m3) refractive index

coal dust 1400 1.8 − 0.2i
sea salt 2000 1.5 − 10−6i

glass 2500 1.5 − 10−8i
lunar dust 2700 1.7 − 10−3i

aluminum spheres 2700 1.4 − 7.6i
gold spheres 1930 0.27 − 2.9i

These values are intended only to be characteristic of the material listed. For lunar dust we adopt the characteristics

of olivine, averaged over the solar spectrum [26].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.t001
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of a randomly oriented, long cylinder (length L and diameter D) is

QextðcylÞ
QextðsphÞ

� 1:6
L=D
10

� �1=3

; ðL� D� lÞ : ð6Þ

When the wavelength of light is comparable to D, the cross-section is much larger [27].

Fluffy aggregates with high porosity may also increase the scattering efficiencies compared

to objects with the same bulk composition and mass. The Bruggeman mixing rule allows for

an estimate of neff the effective index of refraction of a non-absorbing composite material

through the solution of

ð1 � f Þ
1 � n2

eff

1þ 2n2
eff
þ f

n2 � n2
eff

n2 þ 2n2
eff
¼ 0; ð7Þ

where f is the filling factor, defined to be a volume fraction of the aggregate material within the

fluffy particle.

By varying composition and structure (shape, porosity), the optical properties of a material

may be adjusted to optimize effectiveness as a solar shield.

Shadowing Earth

If a light-scattering particle lies directly between Earth and the Sun, it will diminish the solar

irradiance at Earth by an amount that depends on its angular size, which depends on the

cross-section and the distance from Earth [13]. In the limit where the particle is very close to

Earth, just above the atmosphere for example, every photon scattered or absorbed by the parti-

cle would have hit Earth. The attenuation in sunlight, defined here as the fractional reduction

of the total radiative power of the Sun received by Earth, is then the ratio of the cross-section

of the particle to the area of the illuminated face of our planet. When the particle is farther

from Earth, well beyond the L1 point, its shadow, a penumbra, may extend beyond the Sun-

facing disk of Earth. Many of the photons that the particle deflects would not have reached

Earth. The attenuation in this case is comparatively small.

In general, the attenuation of solar irradiance at Earth, stemming from a particle with geo-

metric cross section σ, is

Ap ¼ f�Qext
s

pR2

�

ð8Þ

where f• is the fraction of solar photons deflected by the particle that would have otherwise

reached Earth. This “shadowing efficiency” quantifies the effects of geometry, specifically the

fraction of the particle’s penumbral shadow that is occupied by the Sun-facing disk of Earth.

Toward estimating f•, we define R•, the radius of the particle’s penumbra when projected

onto the surface of a sphere about the Sun that contains the center of Earth:

R� � R�dp=ðasemi � dpÞ; ð9Þ

where asemi is the Earth–Sun distance, and dp is the distance from the Earth’s center to the par-

ticle. Close to Earth, R• is small, and grows as the particle is moved toward the Sun. At some

optimal distance from Earth,

d� � asemi R�=ðR� þ R�Þ � 0:91 d1 ð10Þ

the penumbra exactly covers the Sun-facing disk of Earth. As in the rightmost expression in

the equation, d• is curiously close to the distance between Earth and L1, d1� RHill [13].
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When Earth, the Sun, and a light-scattering particle are not aligned, the center of the pen-

umbral shadow of the particle will fall some distance from the center of the Earth’s Sun-facing

disk given by

b ¼
1

asemi

�
�
�
�
~dp �~asemi

�
�
�
�; ð11Þ

where~dp is the particle position relative to Earth, and~asemi is the Earth’s displacement from the

Sun. With these definitions, the shadowing efficiency is

f�ðdp; bÞ ¼

0 ðb > R� þ R�; no shadowÞ;

maxð1;R2

�
=R�

2Þ ðb < jR� � R�j; complete shadowÞ;

fR2

�
cos� 1

�
b2 þ R2

�
� R�

2

2bR�

�

þ R�
2cos� 1

�
b2 þ R�

2 � R2

�

2bR�

�

þ

�
1

2
½ðbþ R� þ R�Þðb � R� þ R�Þ�

ðbþ R� � R�ÞðR� þ R� � bÞ�1=2

�

=pR�
2 ðotherwiseÞ:

ð12Þ

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

When a light-scattering particle is interior to d•� 0.008 au and aligned with Earth and the

Sun. the shadowing efficiency is unity. Further out, at L1 (b� R•−R�, f•� 0.82). To estimate

the impact of dust on the solar radiance, we consider the attenuation from a spherical particle

with a radius of 1 μm, located at L1 and aligned with Earth and the Sun:

Ap � 2:0Qext

rp

1 mm

� �2

� 10� 26 ðat L1Þ ð13Þ

While this value is small for an individual absorbing particle, a substantial ensemble of dust

particles may have a significant impact on the solar radiation received on Earth. If the particle

were moved toward the Sun to a new distance dp > d1, then the attenuation would fall off

roughly as the square of dp. This decrease with distance may be an important consideration

when establishing a swarm of particles at some new L1 point in response to non-gravitational

forces like radiation pressure.

A scatterer near L1 in line with Earth and the Sun attenuates solar radiation by deflecting

light out of the narrow cone aimed at the illuminated face of Earth. Light scattered into this

cone, with a solid angle ΔO, amplifies the sunlight received by Earth by a factor

B � p
rp

2

dp
2
hFðyÞij

DO
; ð14Þ

where angular braces denote the phase function averaged over solid angle ΔO in the Earth’s

direction. For a particle near L1, aligned between Earth and the Sun, Earth appears as a disk

with an angular radius of ΔΘ = R�/d1� 0.24˚, filling a solid angle of ΔO� 5.7 × 10−5 stera-

dians; the phase function in this case is evaluated around a scattering angle of 0˚. In practice

we estimate the average value of the phase function in ΔΘ using the miepython routine

i_unpolarized and a 7-point Simpson’s 3/8s rule integrator, since the phase function can

be sharply peaked at θ = 0˚. For micron size grains at L1, the amplification is generally below

0.1% of the level of the attenuation, even for strongly forward-scattering particles (g ≳ 0.8).
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For larger particles with rp ≳ 10 μm, the phase function is so sharply peaked at θ = 0˚ that the

amplification can exceed over 10% of the magnitude of attenuation.

Particles that forward-scatter light amplify the sunlight received on Earth even when they

provide no shade at all. While the magnitude of the effect is small compared with attenuation,

an accumulation of dust particles just beyond the disk of the Sun from the Earth’s perspective

could overwhelm the impact of attenuation by those orbiting in front of the Sun. It is impor-

tant to avoid a situation where a significant mass in dust lingers just outside the solar disk,

brightening the terrestrial sky. Two factors mitigate this risk. First, as particles move away

from alignment with Earth and the Sun, the scattering angle toward Earth increases, typically

leading to a drop in the amplification. Second, particles displaced from L1 tend to move away

from that point quickly as compared with the metastable orbits at the Lagrange point. It seems

unlikely to accumulate much dust in the broad space between Earth and the Sun.

Clouds of dust

A swarm of purely absorbing dust particles could provide an effective sun shield [15, 16, 19].

However, with an attenuation of solar radiation by a factor of 10−26 per micron-sized grain, cli-

mate-impacting reduction in solar radiance at Earth requires a large cloud of dust. To estimate

the amount of material required to achieve Earth-climate impact, we first analyze a face-on,

disk-like cloud with a radius Rcloud, depth Z in the Earth–Sun direction, and dust uniformly

distributed within it with number density n. The cloud’s optical depth along a path perpendic-

ular to the disk is

tðR?Þ ¼
QextApnZ ðR? < RcloudÞ

0 ðotherwiseÞ

(

ð15Þ

where R? is the path’s distance from the cloud’s central axis. When the cloud lies on the

Earth–Sun axis, directly above the Earth’s subsolar point, its attenuation is

A ¼ FðRcloudÞ 1 � exp � tð Þ½ �
Rcloud

2

d1

2

a2
semi

R2

�

ðon � axis diskÞ ð16Þ

where

FðXÞ ¼
1

pX2

Z X

0

2pxf�ðxÞdx ð17Þ

is a measure of the average shadowing fraction provided by the penumbra of the disk. If the

disk is comparatively small, so that Rcloud� R•(1 − d1/asemi)� 650 km, Earth lies within the

penumbra of the entire cloud. Then, F� 0.82, its maximum value.

For Earth-climate impact, A � 1:8%. An optically thick cloud (τ� 1), provides this level

of shade when its physical radius is

Rcloud � 940 km ðECI shield radius at L1Þ; ð18Þ

For comparison, a disk radius of about 7000 km is required to totally eclipse the Sun from the

perspective of the Earth’s subsolar point. If a 940-km “cloud” were instead a sheet of aluminum

with a thickness of 100 nm and areal density of 0.3 g/m2, as in the insulating films on current

spacecraft, the total mass would be 7.6 × 108 kg, equivalent to a sphere of about 40 m in radius.

For structural support, though, the films on existing and proposed spacecraft have areal densi-

ties over an order of magnitude higher [13, 14].
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An optically thin disk with a larger radius, for example 1500 km, requires

Mcloud ¼ 1:6� 109 Qext

2

� �� 1 rp

2:7 g=cm3

" #
rp

1 mm

� �

kg ðat L1Þ ð19Þ

where the numerical value of the bulk density ρp applies approximately to both aluminum and

silicate dust, and the scattering efficiency has a strong dependence on material properties and

particle radius, rp. At 1 μm, both aluminum and silicate grains have a high scattering efficiency

(Qext ≳ 2 based on Mie scattering), and have similar mass requirements to reach the same

attenuation target. Because aluminum is strongly absorbing, its extinction efficiency remains

near Qext = 2 even when the grain size is reduced to 0.1 μm, cutting the required cloud mass by

a factor of ten. By comparison, the extinction efficiency of silicate dust with rp = 0.1 μm is only

0.7, reducing Mcloud by a factor of four. Coal dust is promising, as its density is comparatively

low, yet like aluminum, it is absorbing and so retains a fairly high extinction efficiency (Qext�

1.2 for grain radii of 0.1 μm). A cloud of coal dust would require a mass of 1.3 × 108 kg to have

climate impact. Modifications to grain porosity and shape can also increase the attenuation

per unit mass. Fig 1 illustrates these dependencies.

As in the figure, the peaks of the attenuation curves for spherical particles as a function of

grain size are fairly sharp at just under a micron for most of the materials considered. This

result provides a guide to how dust might be mined, sifted or milled to achieve a desired level

of attenuation, especially for natural materials that have a broad size distribution. Particle

shapes of also impact attenuation by allowing more massive grains with elongated or porous

configurations to scatter sunlight more effectively. Since more massive dust particles are less

susceptible to the effects of radiation pressure and the solar wind, there may be a benefit to

producing dust clouds with these “designer” materials, as discussed below. Production and

delivery costs would differ, also impacting the feasibility of each grain type as a solar shield.

The attenuation calculations illustrated in Fig 1 assume that the cloud of dust is located at

L1. Non-gravitational forces (e.g., radiation pressure) may prevent the cloud from maintaining

a stable position, although a sustained L1-like orbit maybe be possible further away from

Earth. If the distance between a cloud and Earth were increased beyond 1 RHill, yet retains

alignment with the Sun so that Earth is fully in the penumbral shadow, then f• falls off roughly

as the square of

f�ð0Þ � 0:82
dp

0:01 au

� �� 2

ðdp � d�Þ; ð20Þ

This value and the corresponding averaged shading factor F in Eq (3) generally diminish with

increasing distance beyond L1. We consider detailed grain orbits next.

Orbits near the L1

Earth, on its orbit about the Sun, can gravitationally shepherd small bodies around it at dis-

tances well beyond the Moon. The spatial extent of its influence is characterized by the Hill

radius (Eq (1)), On the line segment connecting Earth and the Sun, approximately one Hill

radius away from Earth, is the Lagrange point, L1; at that location, the inward force from the

Sun is weakened by the outward pull of Earth in just the right amount so that an object there

corotates with Earth, holding a position directly in between Earth and Sun.

Orbits at the Lagrange point L1 are metastable. A well-placed test particle in an idealized

restricted three-body experiment with Earth and Sun can orbit at L1 for multiple dynamical

times. However, numerical experiments demonstrate that finding the location of L1 may
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require fine tuning. Objects with starting positions that are separated from the L1 location by

less than a kilometer drift to distances of 1000 km or more from that point in less than a year.

Velocity perturbations as small as a centimeter per second can also cause substantial drift away

from L1 in a dynamical time.

The Moon further complicates this picture. Together, Earth and the Moon are a binary sys-

tem with a mass ratio near 0.012 and a separation of about a quarter of the Earth’s Hill radius.

Their relative motion produces a time-varying gravitational potential, where no physical orbit

exactly follows a single point on the line connecting Earth and the Sun. We can nonetheless

numerically find orbits that minimally drift from this line. Starting with Solar System data

from JPL Horizons for the masses, locations and velocities of Earth, the Moon, Sun, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, we use a sixth-order n-body integrator from the Orchestra code [28]

to follow the orbits of massless tracer particles near the Earth–Sun L1. Validation tests for the

algorithm include energy conservation and phase-space convergence tests [29]. Here, energy is

conserved to 1 part in 1014; positions over the course of a one-year integration vary by less

than about 10 km for orbits near the (metastable) Lagrange point. Increasing the time resolu-

tion of the code does not affect the results reported here.

To identify starting conditions in our simulations, we vary the initial displacement and

velocity vectors, seeking an orbit that minimizes the r.m.s. distance of a tracer from the line

connecting Earth and the Sun. Fig 2 illustrates the outcome, an L1-tracking orbit that keeps

an object within the disk of the Sun as seen from Earth, at least at the point where the Sun is

directly overhead. S1 Table contains starting conditions for this and other simulations used

here.

The numerical experiment in Fig 2 illustrates the existence of orbits that can provide sun-

shade over the course of a year and potentially longer. It also reveals that particles on these

orbits drift around enough so that Earth does not always remain fully within their penum-

bra. The shadow fraction f• falls from 0.82 for optimal alignment at L1 to an average value of

0.60.

Fig 1. The attenuation from a monodisperse cloud of particles with total mass Mcloud = 109 kg at true L1 as a function of radius. The left panel shows

the attenuation for spherical particles of different types of material. The right panel illustrates the attenuation for dust made of glass but with different

shapes, as in the legend. The horizontal axis in the right panel for glass particles is the volume equivalent radius. The shaped glass is (i) a cylindrical rod,

with the length-to-diameter ratio as in the legend, (ii) a cylindrical tube with the given length:diameter:wall-thickness ratios; and (iii) “fluffy” spherical

grains with the listed filling factors, so that (for example) 0.1 means 10% glass and 90% air bubbles or vacuum. The attenuation from spherical glass beads is

shown for reference.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g001
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Our simulations are limited to one year and rely on fine tuning of initial conditions. In

real systems where non-gravitational forces are at play, or where ideal orbits are not initially

achieved, some orbit corrections may be necessary to keep an object near L1. The International

Sun-Earth Explorer 3, the first satellite to occupy an orbit near L1, like the others that followed

it, occasionally maneuvered to stay in place. The solutions we find are no exception. Small cor-

rections would be needed to keep a body near L1 over multiple years. Next, we explore the role

of non-gravitational forces in orbital dynamics.

Fig 2. Location of a test particle on the face of the Sun as seen from Earth. The viewing location is the subsolar point. The plot axes are the angular

displacement from the center of the Sun in the plane of the sky. The azimuthal direction is in the Earth’s orbital plane, with Earth moving to the right. The

starting date in the simulated experiment is April 20, 2022 (JD 2459699.500800758). A 6th-order symplectic integrator with took 4000 time steps to track

the orbit over the course of one year. In the plot, the grey scale correlates with run time; earlier times have lighter shade.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g002
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Non-gravitational forces

Radiation pressure, Poynting-Robertson drag, and the solar wind contribute to the orbital

dynamics of micron- and submicron-size particles [22, 30–32]. The acceleration of a single

dust grain from these effects is

d~rng
dt
¼

L�QAp

4pcr2mp
1þ

Z

Q
u
c
� 1þ

Z

Q

� �
~v � r̂

c

� �

r̂ � 1þ
Z

Q

� �
~v
c

� �

ð21Þ

where L� is the luminosity of the Sun, particle position~r and velocity~v as well as u� 450 km/

s, the speed of the solar wind, are relative to the Sun, c is the speed of light, Q is an efficiency

factor for radiation pressure, and η� 1/3 is the strength of corpuscular pressure from the solar

wind relative to radiation pressure [22, 32]. The efficiency factor encodes the physics of scatter-

ing and absorption:

Q ¼ Qabs þ ð1 � hcos yiÞQsca; ð22Þ

where the first term on the right is the fraction of radiation that is absorbed by the particle and

the second term takes into account scattering. If light is completely back-scattered, hcos θi � g
= −1, hence Q = 2Qsca. When light is totally forward scattered (g = 1), Q is zero; radiation

passes right through the particle [22].

Radiation pressure and the solar wind can strongly modify the orbits of small particles. The

dominant term in Eq (21) is the radial, velocity-independent force of radiation pressure from

the Sun. By convention, the parameter

b �
L�QAp

4pGcmpM�

ð23Þ

� 0:213 Q
rp

2:7 g=cm3

" #� 1

rp

1 mm

� �� 1

ðspheresÞ ð24Þ

indicates the strength of this force compared to the Sun’s gravity. Because radiation pressure

depends on the flux of sunlight,�L�/r2, β depends on grain properties and not heliocentric

distance. Thus, for β< 1, a grain orbits in a central force that still varies as 1/r2, although with

diminished strength as the Euler constant GM� becomes GM�(1 − β). For β� 1, dust grains

are ejected from the solar system.

For particles initially orbiting at the L1 point, a non-zero β can lead to a rapid drift from the

ideal, purely gravitational orbit. We define a persistence time,

Tper ¼
1

f�ð0Þ

Z

f�ð~r; tÞtdt; ð25Þ

to represent the equivalent time that Earth is fully shaded by a grain. Fig 3 illustrates how the

persistence time depends on β for spherical grains with several different radii. At small β, and

for particles with radii much larger than a micron, the persistence time is long, at least months.

Sub-micron grains have short persistence even when β is small, since they are swept away from

L1 by the solar wind.

We can increase persistence by noting that the reduction of the strength of the central force

when 0< β< 1 means that Earth can shepherd dust at an “L1-like” point closer to the Sun. An

estimate of the distance between Earth and this new, size-dependent L1 is derived from
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equating the orbital speed of Earth with that of a dust particle on an inner orbit:

GM
a3
semi

¼
ð1 � bÞGM�

ðasemi � xÞ2
�

GM�

x2

" #
1

M�asemi=M � x
; ð26Þ

where M = M� + M�. For β� 0.1, the solution to the above equation is well-approximated by

dpðbÞ � d1 þ 0:1047bþ 1:6215b
2
ðb≲0:1Þ: ð27Þ

We numerically determined the location of these L1-like points, which can be several times

more distant from Earth than “true L1”. Fig 4 provides examples. We verified that particle

orbits may be sustained there for at least one year, balancing gravity, radiation pressure and

solar wind in the ideal case when all quantities are constant.

The next step is to combine the orbits described in this section with the physics of dust scat-

tering discussed earlier.

Fig 3. The persistence of spherical grains (ρp = 2.7 g/cm3) at L1 in the presence of non-gravitational forces. The various tracks show the persistence time

for grains of difference sizes, as indicated in the legend. These values were obtained by numerical integration, where each grain was starting as in the

trajectory in Fig 2. The overall trend is for persistence to increase with decreasing β, except at small β and for small grain radii. In these limits, the solar

wind sweeps particles away from L1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g003
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Attenuation of sunlight by clouds of dust

A cloud at L1

We first consider a monodisperse dust cloud at true L1, as in Fig 2. The optimal attenuation

for a cloud perfectly centered between Earth and the Sun is

A0 ¼ f�ð0Þ
3QextMcloud

4prprpd1

2

a2
semi

R2

�

; ð28Þ

where rp, ρp, and Qext are the radius, bulk density and scattering efficiency of individual dust

grains, respectively. Fig 1 provides examples of the attenuation as a function of dust particle

size for a variety of materials. Coal dust, which is an efficient absorber, provides the strongest

attenuation when dust particles are approximately a few tenths of a micron in radius. Glass,

when formed into elongated, hollow tubes, has a peak attenuation when the volume-equivalent

radius is about ten microns.

When providing shade to Earth, both the attenuation and the persistence of each grain at L1

matter. A simple measure of this joint effect, the cumulative attenuation defined as Tper �A0,

gives an estimate of the effectiveness of a grain type and quantity for impacting Earth climate.

For example, a ten-year reduction of sunlight at Earth equivalent to the Maunder Minimum

would have a value of 0.025 attenuation-years, or about 9 attenuation-days. For comparison,

Fig 5 shows the cumulative attenuation for 109 kg of of dust composed of materials listed in

Table 1. Coal dust with radii near 0.1 μm is most effective, in part because of its low density

and high scattering efficiency. With a maximum cumulative attenuation of 0.03 days, approxi-

mately 300 times more dust of this size and composition (� 1.5 × 1011 kg) would need to be

delivered to L1 to reproduce the Maunder Minimum.

For context, 1011 kg of materials considered here would fill a sphere with a radius of roughly

200 m, comparable to the amount of material excavated per year in a single open-pit mine.

The total mass launched into space over human history is considerably less, with estimates

under 2 × 107 kg.

Fig 4. The distance of L1-like orbits from Earth as a function of volume-equivalent radius for various grain types. When scattering is efficient,

outwardly directed non-gravitational forces—radiation pressure and solar wind—oppose the force of gravity from the Sun. Then, Earth shepherds grains

on L1-like orbits at a greater distance. For most micron-size grains, though, the effect of radiation pressure is so strong that L1-like orbits are well beyond

ten Hill radii, and may not be achievable in the presence of other planets in the solar system.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g004
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Dust streamed from L1

We ran simulations of fluffy glass aggregate particles with a volume-equivalent radius of 2 μm

and filling factor of 0.1, launched from a platform on the L1 orbit in Fig 2. We assessed two sce-

narios: (i) release all the particles at the start from L1 with some small velocity dispersion (σv =

10 cm/s), and (ii) launching them from that same platform continuously over a one-month

period in a directed jet. In the first case, the cumulative attenuation is about 0.085 days with a

109 kg cloud of dust; it is short because radiation pressure causes individual grains to drift

from disk of the Sun. In the second case, this same cloud is launched with a velocity dispersion

of 10 cm/s within a jet of mean speed 10 m/s directed at an angle θv = 65˚ relative to the Earth’s

direction of travel. The persistence is approximately doubled, increasing to 0.15 days, since the

jetted particles have initial speeds that compensate for the drifting motion away from the solar

disk. Fig 6 is a snapshot of a particle jet launched in this way.

L1-like orbits

With the possibility that dust can orbit at an L1-like point more distant than true L1 when it

experiences non-gravitational forces, we introduce a second base-line attenuation factor for an

optically thin, monodisperse cloud of dust with a total mass Mcloud:

Ab ¼ f�ð0Þ
3QextMcloud

4prprpR
2

�

ð29Þ

where dp is the distance between Earth and the cloud’s location at the corotating, L1-like point.

We assume perfect alignment between the Sun, Earth, and the cloud, so that f•(0) is the frac-

tion of photons removed by a grain that would have otherwise struck Earth.

The cascade of dependencies in this equation begins with the scattering properties of each

grain. Its extinction efficiency determines how many Earth-bound solar photons it can elimi-

nate, but that factor, along with the scattering anisotropy, sets β (Eq 23), the degree to which

radiation pressure can affect its orbit. Higher values of β require larger distance between the

cloud and Earth, substantially reducing the angular size of each dust grain, and diluting the

shade provided to Earth. To compensate, the mass of the cloud could be tuned for a desired

level of attenuation.

Fig 5. The cumulative attenuation from a monodisperse cloud of particles with total mass Mcloud = 109 kg at true L1. The panels and curves in this

figure correspond to those in Fig 1, except here, each point represents the attenuation times the persistence time (e.g., Fig 3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g005
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As an alternative to changing the total mass of the cloud to achieve high attenuation, we

consider particle size and optical properties. Grains are most efficient scatterers of sunlight

when they are around 1 micron in size. Yet micron-size grains typically have high β, possibly

to the point where radiation pressure makes these grains unbound to the Sun (β� 1). Material

with significant forward scattering, g! 1, is less susceptible to radiation pressure than back-

scatterers. More massive grains, by virtue of increased density or size, have smaller β than less

massive ones. Numerical experiments suggest that silicate spheres with rp ≳ 100 μm are

Fig 6. Location of a simulated micron-size grains continuously launched from an orbiter at L1 in a snapshot as seen from Earth. The viewing location

is the subsolar point, and the solid grey circle shows the edge of the solar disk, as in Fig 2. The simulated trajectory of the orbiter is calculated as in that

earlier figure. The particles are ejected in a jet-like stream, as described in the text. The image shows grains after 48 days after the start time in the

simulation. S1 Animation shows the full sequence of images from which this snapshot was taken.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g006
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massive enough so that radiation pressure does not impact orbits over the course of a year.

The down side to this choice is that there are fewer grains for a fixed cloud mass. For a fixed

cloud mass, the attenuation generally falls with increasing grain/pebble size.

For sub-micron grains, the extinction efficiency falls with decreasing radius; individual very

small particles do not scatter light well. However, they also do not feel much radiation pressure

[22], so β is also low, as dp! d1. Furthermore, for a fixed cloud mass, the smaller the particles,

the more numerous they are. In balance, extinction efficiency, dominated at small particle

sizes by absorption in the Rayleigh limit (Qext! Qabs� rp), compensates for the increase in

particle number when rp is reduced. The attenuation from very small grains is independent of

grain size for a fixed cloud mass.

Fig 7 illustrates these effects for spherical grains with properties in Table 1 (left panel) as

well as the suite of “designer” glass particles in Fig 1 (right panel). The cloud mass is fixed

for all materials at Mcloud = 109 kg. For spherical grains, sea salt seems most promising in

the 5–10 μm size range, followed by lunar dust of similar size. While the attenuation is two

orders of magnitude lower than the ECI level of 0.025, the persistence of all grains here is

roughly a year, so the cumulative attenuation will be close to 0.04 days. Still, the total

amount of dust to reach even an attenuation-day must thus exceed 1013 g. The availability

and location of lunar dust, presumably mined from the lunar surface [18], suggest that this

material might be the best choice for generating a massive, persistent cloud at an L1-like

location.

The designer glass grains offer a different scenario. The right panel of Fig 7 shows that a

cloud of “fluff balls”—high-porosity glass or aggregates with a filling factor of (0.1)—for exam-

ple, made from an aggregate of smaller particles—has a cumulative attenuation of approxi-

mately 3 days if it remains near dp for a year. Tubular or rod-like shapes with aspect ratios of

L : D = 100 : 1, lead to cumulative attenuation around 0.2–0.4 day with 109 kg. Substituting alu-

minum for glass does not substantially change these results.

Numerical experiments highlight that persistence is difficult to achieve even with L1-like

orbits, both in the precision required to initialize them, but also because non-gravitational

forces can affect particles of slightly different sizes in significant ways.

Fig 7. The attenuation from a monodisperse cloud of particles with total mass Mcloud = 109 kg at an L1-like location. The panels and curves in this

figure correspond to those in Fig 1. Because these clouds corotate with Earth and the Sun for months or longer, the cumulative attenuation is approximately

two orders of magnitude greater than the values indicated on the y-axis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g007
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Earth-Sun-intercept orbits from the Moon

Because of issues of persistence at L1 and L1-like locations, we considered other strategies,

including particles launched from the surface of the Moon, on orbits that are optimized to

block the Sun as they stream toward L1. Fig 8 illustrates the path of a burst of lunar dust with

Fig 8. Location of a simulated test particle, launched ballistically from the Moon, crossing the face of the Sun as seen from Earth. The viewing location

is the subsolar point, and the solid grey circle shows the edge of the solar disk, as in Fig 2. The simulated trajectory is calculated as in that earlier figure,

except that the first hour of the particle’s motion was integrated with 400 time steps. The start date in this simulation is April 20, 2022 (JD

2459699.500800758), when the Moon is new. The particle is launched from the Moon’s northern pole at a speed of 2.8 km/s relative to the Moon, on a

trajectory that reaches close to L1, and slowly crosses in front of the Sun near the apex of the trajectory (grey points). The grey scale correlates with run time;

earlier times have lighter shade. The total time that the particle spends in front of the Sun is about five days.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.g008
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radius 0.2 μm from a ballistic launch at 4.7 km/s from the northern pole of the Moon. The

cumulative attenuation in this case is 0.11 days for 109 kg of dust.

A similar numerical experiment with larger, 1 μm grains yielded a cumulative attenuation

of 0.03 days. Radiation pressure is less impactful than for smaller particles, so these larger

grains can achieve an orbit that intercepts Earth and the Sun with slower launch speeds (2.8

km/s). However, despite the longer time that they spend shadowing Earth along their trajec-

tory, their scattering efficiency is relatively low (Fig 1); a cloud of 109 kg provides a cumulative

attenuation of only 0.025 d.

Fortuitiously, the distribution of grain sizes in the lunar regolith peaks around 0.2 μm, the

size with the highest scattering efficiency. In Apollo samples, approximately 20% of the lunar

regolith mass is in the form of dust smaller than 20 μm park2008, with a lognormal distribu-

tion peaking at a grain size of about 0.2 μm. About 30% of this small-sized material is in grains

between 0.1 and 0.3 μm (Fig 3 in [33]). Either sifting the existing regolith for the desired grain

size or milling the larger bulk could provide a substantial reservoir of dust. The prospects for

mining lunar dust with grain sizes suitable for shielding Earth are promising.

Because of the simplicity of this strategy—a ready source of dust, a ballistic launch with no

subsequent orbit corrections—and its low cost in terms of energy compared with a launch

from Earth, it could provide a good alternative to maintaining sun-shielding material at L1.

Energy considerations

Roughly 1010 kg of dust per year is needed for Earth-climate impact, which is approximately

700 times more mass than humans have launched into space. A lower bound on the energy

requirement of delivering this material comes from the potential difference between the

Earth’s surface and L1,� 6.3 × 107 J/kg. Thus, 1010 kg of material for a solar shield from Earth

would require close to 1018 J, more than the energy spent in 20,000 Saturn V launches.

The potential difference between L1 and the Moon’s surface is about 4% of the L1-Earth

value. From our numerical experiments, launch speeds of 3–5 km/s are needed to send

micron-size dust from the Moon on orbits that shade Earth for up to a week. Launching 1010

kg of dust at these speeds requires up to 1017 J, equivalent to roughly 2500 Saturn V launches.

This amount of energy is produced annually by an efficient array of solar panels with an area

of less than a few square kilometers. A bank of electromagnetic mass drivers [34, 35], already

envisioned for launches from the Moon [36, 37], could place large amounts of dust on Earth-

Sun-intercept orbits.

Results and discussion

Toward creating a sun shield with dust, we have explored the attenuation of sunlight received

by Earth as a result of an intervening cloud of dust at L1 or on L1-like orbits. The new contribu-

tions here include the dependence of sun-shading orbits on dust properties and a prescription

for launching grains on an L1-like orbit from the Moon’s surface to optimize solar shielding.

Table 2 provides a comparison of various materials and launch strategies, and identifies the

mass of each material needed to reach a cumulative attenuation of 6 days per year.

We summarize the results with these main points:

• Grains shade Earth most effectively when they are within the L1 Lagrange point. There,

every photon they absorb or deflect is one that would have struck Earth. Serendipitously,

grains at L1 are almost as effective; about 80% of the photons they intercept would have been

Earth-bound. Further from Earth, this effectiveness is diminished.
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• The details of shading depend on grain size, shape, and composition, all of which determines

the extinction efficiency (Qext). Typically, micron-size grains have higher Qext than nanopar-

ticles. Breaking up micron-size grains into more numerous smaller particles increases the

physical surface area of a cloud, but generally reduces the amount of shade it can provide

because of the loss of extinction efficiency. To get the highest level of attenuation A from a

given cloud mass, grains with high porosity are promising, as are particles with large aspect

ratios, including cylindrical tubes.

• The effectiveness of a dust cloud as a sun shield depends on how long it can persist between

Earth and the Sun before non-gravitational forces disperse it. Persistence of grains at L1 is

low for sizes below 100 microns as a result of radiation pressure and drag from the solar

wind. Micron-size grains, if released at L1, drift away within in a week or so. The persistence

time increases with particle mass, as well as the degree to which a grain forward scatters

light. For example, micron-size glass that forward scatters feels less radiation pressure than a

comparably sized absorber like aluminum or coal dust.

• A strategy to increase persistence of grains at L1 is to launch them from a platform there at

modest speeds (�10 m/s) to oppose the affect of radiation pressure and solar wind (Fig 6).

This method can increase the cumulative attenuation by a factor of two as compared to a

dust cloud that is placed at L1.

• Persistence of smaller grains between Earth and the Sun is enhanced when their orbits are

L1-like, corotating with Earth, but further from Earth than true L1. At these locations, Earth

can shepherd these particles because non-gravitational forces effectively weaken the gravita-

tional influence of the Sun. While L1-like orbits may be found for a range of grain types, the

ones that are closest to the true L1 are most effective at providing sun shade. A drawback of

this strategy for creating a sun shield is that even a small dispersion in grain size (�1%) can

negatively affect persistence.

Table 2. Mass requirements for Earth-climate impact of dust clouds.

materiala launchb orbitc rp (μm) ECI massd (kg) KEe (J) ref.

coal dust Earth L1 0.17 8.4 × 1010 6.9 × 1018

porous glass Earth L1 0.17 6.6 × 1010 5.4 × 1018

sea salt Earth L1-like 4.9 6.2 × 1010 5.0 × 1018

fluff ball Earth L1-like 1.6 3.6 × 109 3.0 × 1017

lunar dust Moon L1-like 4.2 8.4 × 1010 1.1 × 1018

lunar dust Moon ESI 0.2 5.4 × 1010 6.0 × 1017

lunar dust Moon ESI 1.0 2.4 × 1011 9.4 × 1017

solid shield Earth L1 – 1011 1019 [12]

satellite swarm Earth L1 – 2 × 1010 2 × 1018 [13]

asteroid dust NEA L1 – 7.6 × 1010 1.5 × 1017 [15]

sailcrafts Earth L1 – 3.4 × 1010 1018 [14]

(a) The upper section of the table corresponds to dust clouds of materials from Table 1. “Fluff ball” refers to glass with a filling factor of 0.1, as in Fig 1. For comparison,

the lower section has estimates for other space-based geoengineering concepts.

(b) Launch sites include Earth, the Moon, and a near-Earth asteroid (NEA)

(c) Orbits indicate where sun-shielding occurs, either at Earth-Sun L1, an L1-like equilbrium point (Eq 27), or along an Earth-Sun-intercept (ESI) orbit.

(d) ECI mass is the mass required for a cumulative attenuation of 6 days per year. For L1-like orbits we assume a persistence of six months. The solid shield, satellite

swarm and sailcraft concepts provide shade for multiple years.

(e) KE is the approximate kinetic energy of the ECI mass at launch, not including transport vehicles.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pclm.0000133.t002
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• The most promising new strategy is to launch lunar grains from the Moon toward L1. Judi-

ciously chosen trajectories allow streams of grains to shade Earth for up to a week. Because

of the availability of optimal-size dust in the lunar regolith, solar energy on the lunar surface,

and low escape velocity compared with Earth, this approach may be the most effective for cli-

mate-change mitigation of the strategies considered here.

Variations on the choice of materials, launch method, and orbit types may lead to strategies

with advantages over the ones considered here. For example, if designer glass grains were man-

ufactured from raw materials on the lunar surface, they may be delivered to an L1-like orbit

more efficiently, or tuned to have mass and scattering properties that enable them to follow

Earth-Sun-intercept orbits for longer periods of time than raw lunar dust.

In addition to the n-body simulations for estimating persistence and attenuation, we per-

formed extended integrations to confirmed that dust from clouds ejected from the moon or

launched between Earth and the Sun do not cross paths with Earth. Once dust is released, its

only impact is to shade Earth. It will not otherwise interact with our planet again.

Conclusion

In the scenarios described here, large quantities of dust on orbits between Earth and the Sun

can reduce the amount of sunlight received on our planet. Unlike Earth-based strategies, cli-

mate-change mitigation with this approach does not have long-term impacts on Earth or its

atmosphere. Roughly 1010 kg of material annually is needed for Earth-climate impact, depend-

ing on the dust properties and how the cloud is deployed. Sources of dust include Earth, the

Moon [18], or possibly a deflected asteroid [15, 16, 19]. Because dust grains between Earth and

the Sun tend to drift out of alignment, they must be replenished. The lack of control of a dust

cloud also may limit its effectiveness as a solar shield. Simulations with controllable sunshades

show that a non-uniform shading of Earth may be required to mitigate climate change over

the planet as a whole [17]. However, the persistence of dust clouds can be short, allowing for

seasonal control of the shading level.

After considering a variety of dust types and deployment strategies, we settle on one sce-

nario as most promising for Earth-climate impact: Lunar dust can be mined and launched on

ballistic trajectories that cross near the Earth-Sun line of sight. We have identified orbits that

allow dust grains to provide shade for days, almost as long as for dust deployed near L1, the

Earth-Sun Lagrange point. Advantages of this concept include a ready supply of lunar dust, as

well as a low kinetic energy cost as compared to an Earth launch. Individual dust grains on

these trajectories rapidly drift out of alignment, clearing the Earth-Moon system with no

impact on Earth’s atmosphere. There is no need to actively manipulate orbits to remove dust

when sun shielding is no longer beneficial.

Other space-based geoengineering concepts, including satellite-swarm operations [13, 14]

and the space bubble platform from MIT’s Senseable City Lab, move less mass over time. We

nonetheless urge consideration of a Moon launch and orbits similar to the ones identified

here. This strategy requires an order of magnitude less energy than Earth launches. Once

Moon-based launch facilities are established, large amounts of dust could be uploaded quickly

and continuously, factors that could be essential if humans do not correct course on climate

change.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Initial conditions for simulations of orbits at L1 and Moon launches. Data the

Sun and the planets listed are from the NASA JPL Horizons ephemirides server for April 20,
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2022 (JD 2459699.500800758). The “L1” row corresponds to the simulation in Fig 2 for an

object at L1 (gravity only, no radiation pressure or forces from the solar wind). The “lunar

dust” row contains data corresponding to the trajectory in Fig 8, a launch of 0.2 μm dust from

the Moon on an Earth-Sun-intercept orbit. For all n-body integrations, we use the masses of

the Sun and the planets provided by Horizons, adopting a Newton constant of 6.67403×10−11

N �m2/kg2. Source code for performing these integrations (as well as other calculations) is

available at https://github.com/benjbromley/Dust-as-a-solar-shield.

(PDF)

S1 Animation. A simulation of dust launched from a platform orbiting at L1. The anima-

tion shows the paths of dust ejected at 10 m/s in a stream with a dispersion of 0.1 m/s, directed

at an angle θv = 65˚ relative to the Earth’s direction of travel. The number in the lower right is

the time in years since the start of the simulation. Fig 6 is a snapshot from this sequence.

(GIF)
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